
 

 

 

 
Abstract

The dynamics of hypertext or hyperlinks involves educational software in a process of infinite semiosis par excellence where, for as

Peirce conceives it, signs always refer to other signs like an almost endless chain. If so, the software could not achieve their

learning objectives on the user, since he would not know how or when to stop in this long succession of signs. This research will

explain that there are some mechanisms that establish provisional borders to this infinite semiosis presents in educational

software. Such kind of semiosis can be assumed like a communicative action. The triadic Semiotics by Peirce, the Semiotics of

culture by Lotman and the concept of paratext by Yuste F. were mainly used in order to analyze the ¿Ortografía Divertida¿, which

is educational software to improve children´s grammar, as a logical corpus. The hypothetical-deductive method was used, for

carrying out a linked reasoning that allows going from theory to facts and from facts to theory. It can be said that semiosis is not

only a communicative action that guides the doing of a software user, but also establishes boundaries for that doing through

mechanisms such as the final interpretant, context, the universe of common experience, located activities, among oth
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